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“I get an endless stream of email 
press releases and honestly, I don’t 
even open 95% of them, maybe 99%. I 
can tell from the subject line that 
they are press releases and if I do 
read them, they are rarely  
connected to anything I am  
working on these days. Many  
are really overhyped and  
that’s a red flag for me.”   



“The fact that so many exist on really mundane or 
non-critical topics. Seems like a great waste of effort. 
Why not do simple newsy blurbs in a weekly or 
monthly corporate update?” 



“Probably the worst thing 
about press releases is that 
they are commodity news. A 
media outlet working to 
distinguish itself can't spend 
much time on news that 
everyone else has too.” 

“The unrelenting stream 
of off-topic releases is a 
huge problem. I get six 
pitches a day for LA-
based social networking 
startups alone.” 



“...don't bury the news...” 

“No one cares about (or believes) that 
vendor A is "THE" leading purveyor of xyz, 
instead state up front what is new about 

this product/service and why anyone 
outside vendor A or its PR agency should 

give a crap.” 

“Include a PHONE number for 
an actual PERSON who can 

provide additional information 
and after you send it don't spam 

me with follow ups. If I'm 
interested I'll ping.” 
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD PRESS RELEASE? 

Knows the audience and their search 
behaviors 

Delivers relevant branded content  

Uses proper mix of message 
optimization social interactions 

Written for people not search 

Increasingly uses multimedia 

Employs good mobile design 
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WHO IS THE AUDIENCE? 

Influencers/Social 

Media 

Partners 

Customers 

Investors 

Employees 
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UNDERSTAND READER BEHAVIOR 

Use autocomplete suggestions to 
reveal interests Use Google Trends 

Go to the Google Zoo Good writing is rewarded  
(content is context) 
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FORMAT 
70 
character 
headline 
maximum 
(concise) 

•Natural anchor 
text 

•Link to relevant 
content with 
calls to action 

•Move vanity 
(home page) 
links to 
boilerplate 

Descriptive 
value in first 

paragraph 
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ABOUT THOSE LINKS 
 Keep up with Link 

schemes 

 Quality links to relevant 
3rd party and domains 
with reputation 

 Google DOESN’T like 
excessive links within 
releases 

 It’s links SHARED that 
matters 

 Google’s favorite social 
platform is Google+ 
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KEYWORDS 

 People now search with long tail queries, not 
keywords (3 or more keywords) 
 

Keep it clean (not too many) and natural 

 

 

Relevancy 
―Don’t choose keywords based on high-traffic analytics alone 

What are the best Italian restaurants in north end  
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CONTENT 

Keep most critical information above the fold 
Headline Lead paragraph Subhead 
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MULTIMEDIA 
 Becoming a SEO necessity 

 Inherently more shareable than 
text 

 Humans process images 60K faster 
than text 

 Captions and descriptions tie to 
press release to reinforce 
keywords 

 YouTube indexes – title, 
description, closed caption text in 
videos 

 Fast load time for embedded video 
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Analyze the audience 

 

Stronger presence on social platforms – build SEO 
authority 
 

 Federate content from PR to social channels 

 Include             (keep it short!) 

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT 
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MOBILE 
 Use responsive design 

techniques/platform 
 Ask if wire services 

employ responsive 
design 
―Smartphones 

― Tablets 

 Check with provider to 
support 
―HTML5 

―No follow link 

―NewsML 
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QUESTIONS 
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